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1      Haunted Landscape - March, 2003
       *Elder Conservatorium Symphony Orchestra,
       cond. Keith Crellin*

2 - 4  String Quartet No.3
       *Langbein String Quartet*

5 - 10 the heavens shine - bagatelles for string quartet
       *Langbein String Quartet*

11 - 14 Irish Songs
       *Emma Horwood, soprano and the Langbein String Quartet*

CD 3

1 - 7  the last words of christ on the cross
       *Eve Vocal Ensemble*

8 - 10 Trakl Songs
       *Emma Horwood, soprano, Jamie Cock, piano*

11     Disappearance
       *Settembrini Piano Trio*

12     in darkness
       *Settembrini Piano Trio*